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PURPOSE. We employed in vivo, 1.0-μm axial resolution visible-light optical coherence
tomography (OCT) and ex vivo electron microscopy (EM) to investigate three subcellular
features in the mouse outer retina: reflectivity oscillations inner to band 1 (study 1); hyper-
reflective band 2, attributed to the ellipsoid zone or inner segment/outer segment (IS/OS)
junction (study 2); and the hyperreflective retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) within band
4 (study 3).

METHODS. Pigmented (C57BL/6J, n = 10) and albino (BALB/cJ, n = 3) mice were imaged
in vivo. Enucleated eyes were processed for light and electron microscopy. Using well-
accepted reference surfaces, we compared micrometer-scale axial reflectivity of visible-
light OCT with subcellular organization, as revealed by 9449 annotated EM organelles
and features across four pigmented eyes.

RESULTS. In study 1, outer nuclear layer reflectivity peaks coincided with valleys in hete-
rochromatin clump density (−0.34 ± 2.27 μm limits of agreement [LoA]). In study 2, band
2 depth on OCT and IS/OS junction depth on EM agreed (−0.57 ± 0.76 μm LoA), with
both having similar distributions. In study 3, RPE electron dense organelle distribution
did not agree with reflectivity in C57BL/6J mice, with OCT measures of RPE thickness
exceeding those of EM (2.09 ± 0.89 μm LoA). Finally, RPE thickness increased with age
in pigmented mice (slope = 0.056 μm/mo; P = 6.8 × 10−7).

CONCLUSIONS. Visible-light OCT bands arise from subcellular organization, enabling new
measurements in mice. Quantitative OCT–EM comparisons may be confounded by hydra-
tion level, particularly in the OS and RPE. Caution is warranted in generalizing results to
other species.

Keywords: optical coherence tomography, electron microscopy, retinal pigment epithe-
lium, retina, inner segment/outer segment junction

With the unique ability to distinguish disease processes
in individual retinal layers, optical coherence tomog-

raphy (OCT)1,2 has become an ophthalmic standard of
care in age-related macular degeneration (AMD),3–7 diabetic
retinopathy,8,9 and glaucoma.10,11 In OCT, each of the major
layers of the retina gives rise to a distinct level of backscat-
tering, or reflectivity.2 This natural contrast mechanism has
been critical to the success of OCT,2 enabling segmentation
algorithms12 to quantify changes in disease.

With finer depth resolution and the averaging capabilities
of high-speed OCT imaging techniques, bands that repre-
sent subcellular features are now visible, particularly in the
outer retina.13 These features are best exemplified in visible-
light OCT, where numerous bands in the photoreceptors
and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)–Bruch’s membrane
(BM) complex have emerged.14,15 As new bands appear,

the question of their interpretation arises and controver-
sies ensue.16,17 Immunohistochemical markers may local-
ize to a band,18 but refractive index variations that give
rise to backscattering and backreflection are most relevant
for OCT.19 Clinical relevance demands that we pinpoint the
actual sources of OCT reflectivity.

Numerous animal studies have compared OCT against
full-field light microscopy (LM) in the same subjects to assess
or validate the ability of OCT to image20 and measure21–27

retinal layers. OCT has likewise been validated against
confocal microscopy28,29 and electron microscopy.30,31 Yet,
vigorous debate about the origins of some bands contin-
ues.16,18,19,32 Most validation studies to date have used
near-infrared OCT, with a depth resolution of 3.0 μm
or coarser in vivo and as fine as 1.4 μm ex vivo, with
LM,20–26,33,34 with resolution limited by light diffraction.
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Previously, in vivo visible-light OCT was validated against
confocal microscopy,29 yet only bands that are commonly
visualized by near-infrared OCT were assessed. Although
valuable, the limited definition of both the in vivo OCT and
ex vivo validation images in these prior studies precluded a
comparison of OCT reflectivity against subcellular organiza-
tion and organelle distributions. Such an exacting compari-
son is needed to address ongoing debates.35

Electron microscopy (EM) provides a detailed accounting
of organelles and other subcellular features31,36 that create
refractive index variations on a spatial scale that backscatter
light. Here, we compare in vivo visible-light OCT, with
1.0-μm axial (depth) resolution, against ex vivo EM in the
mouse outer retina.We compare OCT reflectivity and subcel-
lular organization with respect to well-accepted reference
surfaces. The micrometer-scale and organelle-level compar-
isons provide unique data to interpret ultrafine layers.

Study Rationales

Study 1. The outer nuclear layer (ONL) is a hyporeflec-
tive region containing the cell bodies of rods and cones.
ONL thickness decreases in photoreceptor degeneration.25,37

Recently, visible-light OCT revealed an ONL reflectivity
pattern14 that supposedly arose from laminar organization of
nuclei, potentially providing a window into the ONL orga-
nization. To test this hypothesis, we compared OCT axial
reflectivity against density of nuclear material.

Study 2. The integrity or intensity of band 238–47 has
predicted visual outcome in numerous diseases such as
macular hole repair,44 cystoid macular edema,46 acute zonal
occult outer retinopathy,47 retinitis pigmentosa,43 dry and
wet forms of AMD,48 central serous chorioretinopathy,49

polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy,50 and uveitic macular
edema.51 Although there is no doubt about its clinical signif-
icance,52 the origin of band 2 is the subject of considerable
debate and controversy.42 Initially attributed to the inner
segment/outer segment (IS/OS) junction of the photorecep-
tors, with supporting biophysical evidence,16 this band is
now referred to as the ellipsoid zone (EZ).17,53 Morphom-
etry has been performed in the frog54 and pig31 to help
resolve this debate. Some have hypothesized that adaptive
optics (AO) OCT visualizes the IS/OS, and other non-AO
OCT systems visualize the EZ.42 Our non-AO visible-light
OCT approach can help test this hypothesis. Also, a detailed
comparison of OCT band 2 reflectivity with EM has not
been performed in the rod-dominated mouse retina. Such
a comparison is valuable, as resultant findings may apply to
the peripheral human macula,55 with some caveats.

Study 3. The functions of the RPE include protect-
ing against light and free radicals, transporting nutrients,
producing growth factors, regenerating visual pigments, and
phagocytosing the OS, among others.56 The RPE is a part of
hyperreflective band 4,57 with additional contributions from
BM and, potentially, the rod OS tips or interdigitation zone.
Directly assessing the health and composition of the RPE
through non-invasive imaging would be highly significant,36

yet reflectivity sources remain unclear.

METHODS

OCT Imaging and Animal Preparation

The retinas of C57BL/6J (n = 10; eight males, two females;
11.8 ± 7.2 months old) and BALB/cJ (n = 3 males; 2 months
old) mice from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME,

USA) were imaged in vivo with a free-space, visible-light,
spectral-/Fourier-domain OCT system.14 LM and EM were
performed on a subset of the C57BL/6J mice (mouse number
1, 2.5 months old; mouse number 2, 4.5 months old; mouse
number 3, 13 months old; mouse number 4, 19 months
old). BALB/cJ mice were included to validate RPE thick-
ness measurements and to confirm the impact of melanin on
RPE bands. All studies were approved by the University of
California, Davis, Institutional Animal Care and Use Commit-
tee. The study was conducted in accordance with the ARVO
Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision
Research, as well as National Institutes of Health and Animal
Research: Reporting of In Vivo Experiments (ARRIVE) guide-
lines. The full spectral width of the spectrometer was
259 nm, and the axial resolution was 1.0 μm in tissue. The
lateral resolution was 7.6 μm (1/e2 intensity profile) with a
depth of focus of 0.85 mm. Retinal imaging was performed
with 300 μW power on the cornea and a 10 to 30 kHz line
rate. Further details about imaging and reconstruction are
described in Supplementary Note S1. Within a week of imag-
ing, we euthanized mice by carbon dioxide inhalation and
processed tissues for EM and LM, as described in Supple-
mentary Note S2.

Comparison with LM

First, in vivo visible-light OCT was compared to LM of ex
vivo histological slices (Fig. 1A). OCT contrast is based on
transversally averaged reflectivity, and LM is based on dye
absorption.23 Therefore, visible-light OCT revealed several
features that were not apparent histologically, and vice versa.
In the inner retina, visible-light OCT showed sublaminar
detail in many retinal bands, including a subtle decrease
in reflectivity in S2 and S4 of the inner plexiform layer
(Fig. 1B, lines), decreased reflectivity in the middle of the
inner nuclear layer (Fig. 1C black bracket), and a thin region
of moderate reflectivity between the hyperreflective outer
plexiform layer and the hyporeflective ONL (Fig. 1C, gray
bracket). These details are likely related to sublaminar orga-
nization of neurites or cell types,58 some of which are
appreciated in LM. In the outer retina, visible-light OCT
depicted oscillations in reflectivity inner to the external
limiting membrane (ELM), band 2, and the clear separa-
tion between the RPE and both the adjacent photoreceptor
outer segment tips (OSTs) and BM (Fig. 1D). We investigated
these features in studies 1, 2, and 3, respectively, as shown
in Figure 1D. Because LM did not provide sufficient detail
to validate these outer retinal bands, an EM approach was
pursued.

Strategy for EM–OCT Comparison

Our intent in performing EM was to reveal subcellular orga-
nization that persist across the approximate lateral range for
OCT averaging (∼100 μm). Twenty adjacent A-line inten-
sity profiles were extracted from each high-quality OCT
image from each of three sampled locations. Then, multi-
ple EM images were acquired across the sampled OCT loca-
tions and analyzed. Well-accepted reference surfaces were
chosen to facilitate rigorous comparisons between modali-
ties. Depending on the band of interest, a different reference
surface was used. The selection criteria were a clear ELM
and no blood vessel shadows. Profiles were corrected for
the noise offset. The mean and standard deviation of the
noise-corrected intensity were plotted for each location,
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FIGURE 1. (A) Corresponding visible-light OCT image (left) and toluidine blue section (right) of the retina of mouse number 2. ILM, internal
limiting membrane; NFL, nerve fiber layer; GCL, ganglion cell layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; OPL, outer plexiform
layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer; ELM, external limiting membrane; OST, photoreceptor outer segment tips; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium;
BM, Bruch’s membrane. The images were scaled vertically by aligning the ILM and BM. (B–D) Contrast-optimized and enlarged visible-light
OCT images with approximate histological correlates (S2 is presumed IPL sublamina 2; S4 is presumed IPL sublamina 4). ICP, intermediate
capillary plexus (excluding intersublaminar plexus); MC, Müller cell nucleus. The bands that are the subjects of studies 1 to 3 are marked in
(D). Image scales are linear (B), square root (C), and logarithmic (D).

taking the reference surface as the origin. OCT image
features (study 1, peak/valley intensity locations in ONL;
study 2, band 2 depth; study 3, RPE thickness) were deter-
mined at each of the three locations, providing a mean
and standard deviation for comparison against EM measure-
ments of those same features.

Study 1

Anatomy. Nuclei in the ONL are visualized in EM as
heterochromatin clumps (HCs). Rod nuclei possess one large
heterochromatin clump, whereas cone nuclei exhibit multi-
ple, irregularly shaped HCs.59 Although the number of rod
HCs should equal the number of rod nuclei, cone HCs should
outnumber cone nuclei. We quantitatively compared OCT
reflectivity with nuclear HC density.

Reference Surface. For this analysis, the reference
surface was chosen to be the ELM, a well-accepted OCT
hyperreflective band.17,57 Anatomically, the ELM is a combi-
nation of homotypic (Müller cell to Müller cell) and
heterotypic (Müller cell to photoreceptor) zonula adherens60

that provides support to maintain metabolism, retinal
anatomy, and homeostasis.61 The ELM serves as a useful

reference surface, as it is intrinsically very thin in the normal
retina.61 We analyzed 21 ± 11 EM images of the outer ONL
and ELM per subject.

Study 2

Anatomy. The photoreceptor IS is divided into the
myoid on the ELM side and the ellipsoid on the OS side.17,57

The myoid zone has few mitochondria,57,62 whereas the EZ
is rich in mitochondria.62 The high density of mitochondria,
which scatter light in isolation, has led many to conclude that
the EZ must be hyperreflective.17,32 Here, we compared OCT
reflectivity with the distribution of rod IS/OS junctions. A
sufficiently large proximal shift of the reflectivity profile rela-
tive to the IS/OS distribution would support the EZ theory
for band 2, but the absence of such a shift would weaken it.

Reference Surface. For this study, the ELM17,57 was
chosen as the reference surface. Importantly our image
averaging protocol avoided ELM broadening (Fig. 1), which
could otherwise lead to ambiguities in axial location that
confound quantitative comparisons.17 We analyzed 26 EM
images of the IS and ELM per subject.
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Study 3

Anatomy. The RPE cell contains a nucleus or nuclei,
mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi, and electron-
dense (ED) organelles such as pigmented melanosomes and
melanolipofuscin.63 Although it is generally acknowledged
that melanosomes with melanin are a dominant source of
RPE reflectivity,36,64–68 the contributions of mitochondria
and phagosomes have been debated.61 As visible-light OCT
now visualizes and quantifies multiple sub-bands within and
around the RPE,15,69 a thorough investigation of this band is
warranted.

Reference Surface. For this study, the reference
surface was chosen to be BM, also known as the vitreous
lamina, as it is a well-accepted band in OCT.17,57 BM plays a
vital role in regulation and movement of biomolecules, nutri-
ents, oxygen, and metabolic waste products to and from the
retina. It serves as a useful reference surface, as its intrin-
sic thickness is expected to be on the order of 0.5 μm in
mice.55 BM also serves as the outer boundary for RPE thick-
ness measurements. We analyzed 26 EM images of the RPE
and BM per subject.

RESULTS

Study 1

OCT images were flattened to the ELM (Figs. 2A, 2B). After
flattening, ONL peaks and valleys were manually marked in
each OCT line intensity plot (Fig. 2C). The ELM layer was
delineated manually in EM images and fitted with a third-
order polynomial (Figs. 2D, 2E). The positions of nuclear
HCs in the ONL were manually marked, and distances were
measured perpendicular to the ELM (Fig. 2E). Unfortunately,
the ELM did not always align with the rectangular EM image
field of view, meaning that, at some positions, the perpendic-
ular to the ELM intersected the edge of the image within a
few micrometers. To avoid the bias in nuclear HCs counts
toward shorter ELM distances that such a misalignment
would cause, we created a mask that included only regions
of the ONL where a perpendicular distance (or depth) of
up to 30 μm into the ONL from the ELM was measurable
(Fig. 2E).

The depths (perpendicular distances) of masked ONL
nuclear HCs relative to the ELM were quantified from EM.We
initially did not distinguish rod and cone HCs (see Discus-
sion for separate analysis of cone HCs). We marked a total
of 3543 rod and cone nuclear HCs in the ONL across four
animals. The counts were binned in 1-μm depth increments,
and density was calculated by dividing the count number
in a bin by the bin width of 1 μm and the ELM length in
micrometers (Fig. 2F).

The line intensity plots (also known as longitudinal
reflectivity profiles) revealed oscillations in intensity with
distance away from the ELM, consistent with prior work.14

Based on the previous supposition that ONL nuclear density
could explain OCT reflectivity,14 we convolved the EM distri-
bution with an intensity (incoherent) point spread function
and compared this profile to the actual OCT intensity profile
(Fig. 2G). The width of the incoherent point spread function
was estimated by fitting a Gaussian function of the OCT ELM
intensity (Fig. 2C). The OCT peaks appeared to align with
the valleys of the convolved EM density profile, suggesting
that higher nuclear density correlated with lower reflectivity,
contrary to our initial hypothesis.14

Having established that HC density peaks correspond to
OCT intensity valleys, the depths of the following features
relative to the ELM were compared: first peak EM–first
valley OCT, first valley EM–first peak OCT, second peak EM–
second valley OCT, and second valley EM–second peak OCT
(Figs. 2H–2K). Overall, we found that OCT intensity peaks
corresponded with valleys of the ONL HC density from EM,
with –0.34 ± 2.27 μm limits of agreement (LoA) (Supple-
mentary Fig. S1). This correspondence was consistent across
all four mice with corresponding EM (Fig. 2, Supplementary
Fig. S2).

Study 2

As in study 1, OCT images were flattened to the ELM
(Figs. 3A, 3B). The ELM was delineated manually in
the EM images and fitted with a third-order polyno-
mial (Figs. 3C, 3D). The IS length, as revealed by EM,
showed significant dispersion or variability between cells.
The photoreceptor IS/OS junction positions were manually
marked (Fig. 3D); distances were measured perpendicular
to the ELM and denoted as IS/OS depth (Fig. 3E). To avoid
the bias in IS/OS counts toward smaller depths (see study 1
for a detailed explanation), we created a mask that included
only regions of the photoreceptors where a perpendicular
distance (or depth) of up to 30 μm into the IS and OS from
the ELM was measurable (Fig. 3D).

A potential problem in relating OCT and histologic
measurements is that photoreceptor ISs may not be perpen-
dicular to the ELM70 and, thus, oblique to the OCT axis. In
this situation, IS cell length may exceed IS/OS depth, defined
as the perpendicular distance from the ELM. To guard against
this, we verified that the IS axis was approximately perpen-
dicular to the ELM and along the ONL cell columns. To guard
against oblique slicing, we verified that measured ISs were
continuous throughout the EM slice.

The depths (perpendicular distances) of masked rod
IS/OS junctions relative to the ELM were quantified from
EM. We marked a total of 1426 rod IS/OS junction depths
across three animals. The counts were binned in 1-μm depth
increments, and density was calculated by dividing the count
number in a bin by the bin width and the ELM length in
micrometers (Figs. 3E, 3F). We convolved the EM distribu-
tion with an intensity (incoherent) point spread function
and compared this profile to the actual OCT intensity profile
(Fig. 3G). The band 257 peak was also manually marked in
each visible-light OCT line intensity plot, and the distance to
the ELM was calculated, for eventual comparison with EM.

The convolved rod IS/OS density distribution (EM) and
band 2 intensity (OCT) were similar across depth, except
for the increased OCT reflectivity around the OS (Fig. 3G).
The band 2 depth on OCT and IS/OS junction depth on EM
agreed (–0.57 ± 0.76 μm LoA), with similar distributions
(Figs. 3G, 3H). This correspondence was consistent across
all three mice with corresponding EM (Fig. 3, Supplemen-
tary Fig. S3).

Study 3

OCT images were flattened to the outer retina (Figs. 4A, 4B).
Note that BM is not fully flattened in Figure 4B, and profiles
were selected from regions where BM was locally flat.
BM was delineated manually in the EM images and fitted
with a third-order polynomial (Figs. 4C, 4D). The positions
of the ED organelles (melanosomes and melanolipofuscin)
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FIGURE 2. Visible-light OCT image of the retina of mouse number 2 before (A) and after (B) flattening with corresponding zoomed view
of the outer ONL and ELM to visualize the dark band (orange arrows show locations of extracted line intensity plots). (C) OCT reflectivity
profile with Gaussian fit. EM of nuclear HCs in the ONL cell layer are shown without (D) and with (E) the mask for data analysis (black
arrows show positive depth). (F) Nuclear HC depth distribution from EM. Note that depth is positive in the proximal direction from the
ELM. (G) OCT reflectivity and convolved EM density show an inverse relationship, with OCT intensity peaks corresponding with HC density
valleys (see also Supplementary Fig. S2). (H) EM first peak and OCT first valley depths, (I) EM first valley and OCT first peak depths, (J)
EM second peak and OCT second valley depths, and (K) EM second valley and OCT second peak depths as measured across four C57BL/6J
mice. Error bars are standard deviations in OCT measurements across locations.

present in the RPE and apical processes were manually
marked, and distances were measured perpendicular to BM
(Fig. 4D). We did not distinguish among ED organelles,
which included melanosomes,melanolipofuscin, and phago-
cytosed OSs, although the latter were rare.28 The majority of
ED organelles that we observed resembled melanosomes.
To avoid biasing of organelle counts toward shorter BM
distances (see study 1 for a detailed explanation), we created
a mask that included only regions of the RPE and apical

processes where a perpendicular distance (or depth) of up
to 12 μm from BM was measurable. The RPE thickness was
manually marked in each line intensity plot, determined as
the distance from the BM peak to the RPE peak, for eventual
comparison with EM (Fig. 4E).

The depths of 4480 RPE ED organelles relative to BM
were quantified from EM across three pigmented animals.
The counts were binned in 0.2-μm depth increments, and
density was calculated by dividing the count number in a
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FIGURE 3. Visible-light OCT image of the retina of mouse number 2 before (A) and after (B) flattening with corresponding zoomed view of
the ELM, IS/OS, and OST cell layers (orange arrows show locations of the extracted line intensity plots). EM of photoreceptor inner segments,
shown without (C) and with (D) the mask for data analysis with corresponding zoomed view of IS/OS measurement (black arrows show
positive depth). (E, F) IS/OS depth distribution relative to ELM (origin) from EM. Note that depth is positive in the distal direction from the
ELM. (G) OCT reflectivity compared with convolved EM density profile (see also Supplementary Fig. S3). (H) IS/OS depth relative to the
ELM, as measured by EM and OCT across three C57BL/6J mice. Error bars are standard deviations in OCT measurements across locations.

bin by the bin width and the BM length in micrometers
(Fig. 4F). A bimodal profile with groups of ED organelles
corresponding to both the RPE and apical processes was
evident, even though the apical processes were not well
preserved. We convolved the EM distribution with an inten-
sity (incoherent) point spread function and compared this
profile to the actual OCT intensity profile (Fig. 4G). The RPE
thickness in EM was taken from BM (origin) to the first valley
of the convolved profile, and the RPE thickness in OCT was
taken from BM to either the RPE peak reflectivity (method
1) or the reflectivity minimum just outer to the OST (method
2) OCT. The RPE thickness on EM agreed moderately well
with method 1 (0.38 ± 0.41 μm LoA) but not with method 2
(2.09 ± 0.89 μm LoA) (Fig. 4H). These trends were consistent
across all three mice with corresponding EM (Fig. 4, Supple-
mentary Fig. S4). Furthermore, albino mice were found to
lack the RPE band of hyperreflectivity that was found in
pigmented mice (Fig. 5). Finally, in our larger cohort of
imaged pigmented mice, we detected a statistically signifi-
cant thickening of the RPE with age (slope = 0.056 μm/mo;
P = 6.8 × 10−7) (Fig. 6).

DISCUSSION

This study presents a subcellular- and organelle-level
comparison between visible-light OCT and EM in the
pigmented mouse retina. ONL nuclear density, IS/OS junc-
tion location, and RPE organelle distribution were found
to be precisely organized locally across multiple cells. This
organization provides a mechanism for visible-light OCT to
reveal subcellular organization with micrometer-scale axial,
but not lateral, resolution.71

Study 1

Recently, a hyporeflective band inner to the ELM was
reported by Kho et al.14 in the mouse. This band was hypoth-
esized to correspond to a cell nuclei free layer inner to the
ELM.14 The rigorous analysis here revealed that in fact the
intensity in the ONL oscillates with diminishing amplitude
farther from the ELM. These reflectivity oscillations were
mirrored by nuclear HC density, with higher ONL intensity
coinciding with lower nuclear HC density on EM. This find-
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FIGURE 4. Visible-light OCT image of the retina of mouse number 4 before (A) and after (B) flattening with corresponding zoomed view of
outer RPE and BM cell layers (orange arrows show locations of the extracted line intensity plots). EM of ED organelles in the RPE cell layer,
shown without (C) and with (D) the mask for data analysis (black arrows show positive depth). (E, F) ED organelle depth distribution from
EM. Note that depth is positive in the proximal direction from BM. (G) OCT reflectivity compared with convolved EM density profile (see
also Supplementary Fig. S4). (H) RPE thickness by EM and OCT (see dotted lines in G), as measured by EM and OCT with methods 1 and 2
across three C57BL/6J mice. Method 1, BM peak to RPE peak reflectivity; method 2, manually drawn BM to the outer OST boundary. Error
bars are standard deviations in OCT measurements across locations.

ing was contrary to our initial hypothesis14 but consistent
with the overall low reflectivity of nuclear layers on OCT.2

The results suggest that local variations in nuclear density
and the tendency of ONL nuclei to arrange in rows are
responsible for band-like modulations of ONL reflectivity.

We also considered potential differences in rod
and cone nuclear contributions to the ONL intensity
oscillations. For example, a hyporeflective band inner to
ELM, ostensibly similar to that reported by Kho et al.,14 was
attributed to cone nuclei in the porcine retina31; could such
an explanation apply in the mouse retina? Although it is
true that cone nuclei in the mouse retina also tend to local-
ize adjacent to the ELM, cones account for just 3% of the
photoreceptors in the mouse retina,59 but cones account for
one in four photoreceptors in the pig retina.72 Neverthe-
less, for completeness, we investigated the distribution of
cone nuclei independently (Supplementary Fig. S5). Cones
accounted for just 8% of the nuclear HCs up to 30 μm

from the ELM in the retina of mouse number 1 and were
mainly concentrated 4 to 10 μm from the ELM (Supple-
mentary Fig. S5). Thus, cone nuclei alone do not account
for the reflectivity pattern in the outer ONL of the mouse
retina.

Study 2

We aimed to add to the ongoing discussion on the band
2 origins16,17 by comparing ultrahigh-resolution visible-light
OCT of band 2 and EM localization of the rod IS/OS. The
close correspondence between reflectivity and IS/OS depth
distribution, relative to the ELM, suggests that outer retinal
band 2 is predominantly explained by the IS/OS junction.
How can an interface account for an OCT band that is more
than 10 μm thick? Jonnal et al.16 suggested that dispersion
of cone IS length and IS/OS depth could thicken band 2 in
humans, but they did not examine rods.35 The present work
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FIGURE 5. Visible-light OCT images of a young adult male C57BL/6J mouse retina without (A) and with (C) manual marking of RPE
boundaries. Visible-light OCT image of a young adult male BALB/cJ mouse retina without (B) and with (D) manual marking of RPE
boundaries (blue lines highlight the C57BL/6J RPE and red lines highlight the BALB/cJ RPE).

FIGURE 6. Linear mixed-effects models applied to cohort for (A) RPE thickness measured by method 2 (manually drawn BM to the outer
OST boundary; see also Fig. 5); (B) retinal thickness; and (C) ratio of RPE thickness (method 2) to retinal thickness. Error bars are standard
deviations in OCT measurements across locations.

extends the ideas of Jonnal et al.16 to IS length dispersion
in rods; specifically, we show that rod IS length dispersion,
quantified directly with EM, explains band 2 thickness in
mice.

Several alternative sources of band 2 reflectivity were
also considered. Mitochondria were found as close as 5
μm to the ELM, consistent with prior mouse EM studies,62

and were distributed throughout the ellipsoid of the IS,
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inner to the IS/OS junction. Cone IS/OS junctions were
not explicitly marked but were generally found between
10 and 13 μm from the ELM, also consistent with prior
work.73 Although mitochondria and cone IS/OS junctions
clearly cannot explain the bulk of the band 2 reflectivity
profile, which peaks around 20 μm from the ELM, they may
indeed explain some of the reflectivity at the inner edge of
band 2.

Study 3

RPE organelles may change in retinal diseases such as AMD,
retinitis pigmentosa, and Stargardt’s disease74 but cannot yet
be deciphered from OCT. We found that the OCT intensity
from the hyperreflective RPE band within band 4 roughly
followed the distribution of ED organelles (melanosomes
and melanolipofuscin). In particular, reflectivity was higher
in the apical RPE soma and processes where ED organelle
density is highest and lower in the basal RPE where there
are no ED organelles. This observation has two possible
explanations, which are not mutually exclusive. First, the ED
organelles may attenuate the OCT signal from more distal
structures. Second, ED organelles may have a higher intrin-
sic backscattering. The first explanation implies that the
derivative of the log intensity profile should follow the ED
organelle density, and the second explanation implies that
the intensity profile itself should follow the ED organelle
density. Regardless of the explanation, we conclude that
the RPE signal is dominated by melanosomes and melano-
lipofuscin in the apical RPE, rather than mitochondria and
nuclei, which are located in the basal RPE (Supplementary
Fig. S6). This finding is biophysically reasonable, given the
high density of melanosomes, their wavelength-scale size,
and the high refractive index of melanin relative to the cyto-
plasm.75 The low RPE reflectivity in the young albino mouse
(Fig. 5B) supports that melanin-containing melanosomes
are the major RPE reflectivity sources, although we cannot
exclude other genetic differences among strains. A prepon-
derance of melanosome scattering was previously inferred
in the RPE of the young adult human macula.15 The present
study strengthens these earlier findings by directly compar-
ing organelle distributions and reflectivity profiles in the
same subjects. Finally, as shown in Figure 4H, we observed
that RPE thickness from OCT using method 2 (i.e., the
distance from the BM peak to the dip outer to the OST)
exceeded RPE thickness from EM (i.e., the distance from BM
to the dip in ED organelle density between the RPE soma
and the apical processes). This observation could be consis-
tent with shrinkage of the RPE in EM sections. Assuming our
BM reference surface is correct, this RPE thickness measure-
ment includes the basal infoldings (Supplementary Fig. S6E).
Having established that visible-light OCT affords the unique
capability of measuring RPE thickness in vivo, we found that
the RPE cells thicken with age in vivo in pigmented eyes
(Fig. 6). This result is consistent with prior studies in rats71

and humans.76

Study Limitations

As with any correlative study that bridges in vivo and ex vivo
imaging, this work had numerous technical limitations:

1. Tissue distortion—Morphometric comparisons are
challenging due to nonlinear tissue shrinkage, which
means that the in vivo layer thicknesses are distorted

to different degrees by histological processing. When
the ILM and BM were aligned on OCT and histology,
we found that the inner plexiform layer, ganglion cell
layer, and nerve fiber layer complex appeared thicker
on histology than in OCT, and the ONL seemed thin-
ner on histology than OCT (Fig. 1), consistent with
previous findings in the mouse.23,77 We acknowledge
that similar distortions caused by tissue dehydration
in ex vivo EM could affect the outer retinal layers that
were the subject of this study. This issue is further
complicated by the fact that the hydration state and
backscattering of the retina in vivo are known to
change depending on the light adaptation state. The
literature suggests that activity-dependent hydration is
mostly confined to the outer segments and RPE.78–80

Thus, these phenomena are likely to affect study 3
the most and may account for the lack of agree-
ment in RPE thickness between OCT and EM. The
literature also suggests that the IS length of study 2
was minimally affected by activity-dependent hydra-
tion,78,79 although we cannot exclude such artifacts.
We refrained from analyzing the outer segments or
their relationship to the RPE, as they are particularly
prone to distortion (Supplementary Fig. S6). For this
same reason, we did not use the total photoreceptor
length to perform normalized comparisons.

2. Oblique EM slices—The transmission electron micro-
scope used in this study provided two-dimensional
slices, not volumetric reconstructions; thus, oblique
slicing may lead to overestimation of distances. To
guard against this, we counted the rows of cell
nuclei present in the ONL and found 11 or 12 cells
(Fig. 1), as expected.23 In the future, a block face scan-
ning technique81 would provide even more accurate
distances. Additionally, organelles presented differing
cross-sections depending on how they intersected the
slice that was imaged by EM. Here, again, a block face
technique81 would enable more specific identification
of organelles based on volumetric morphology.

3. Errors in the reference surfaces—Our reference
surfaces may be incorrect. An incorrect reference
surface would bias quantitative comparisons, leading
to incorrect conclusions. For this reason, we attempted
to choose well-accepted reference surfaces of the ELM
and BM.17,57

4. Retinal stimulation in visible-light OCT—Visible-light–
induced scattering changes seen in optophysiology,82

along with outer segment and RPE swelling related to
hydration,78–80 are likely to be present in our study.
We attempted to minimize these effects by aligning
subjects under red light, but bleaching during imaging
is unavoidable.

5. Refractive index assumptions—The error in refrac-
tive index is expected due to differences between the
refractive index assumed during image reconstruc-
tion and the local tissue refractive index. A uniform
water refractive index was assumed in this study. This
assumption would tend to overestimate OCT dimen-
sions, as water has a lower refractive index than
biological tissues, and may lead to layer-dependent
tissue distortions if different layers have different
refractive indices.

6. Subject pool—Only four subjects were included in the
EM comparative study. Nevertheless, the EM compar-
ison required manual annotations of thousands of
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organelles, and findings were highly consistent across
all subjects. Finally, although this study afforded in
vivo imaging and ex vivo histology in the same
subjects, it was performed in mice; thus, results may
not directly generalize to the human retina.

In spite of its limitations, this study showed that visible-
light OCT can detect reflectivity patterns arising from
micrometer-scale subcellular organization. These results
provide a scientific rationale for continuing to improve the
axial resolution of OCT.
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